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This workshop studies the history of Portugal as colonial history. More than discussing Portuguese presence in geographies beyond Europe, the challenge is to inquire the importance of colonial dynamics in the making of metropolitan Portugal. What is the power of the colonial lens to illuminate Portuguese history? How significant are histories of enslavement of Black people, American plantations, or African liberation movements to understand the expansion of the Portuguese state into the Alentejo, large scale transformations of the Douro Valley, or the political democratization of the country? Does colonization imply new periodizations and new historical actors? Is racial capitalism an important concept to make sense of Portuguese capitalism? How colonial was internal colonization?

Answering these questions demands from the historian not only reading familiar archives against the grain but also a renewed engagement with materiality through environmental history, history of science and technology, or archaeology. We invite researchers to share their current work in these fields and collectively explore their potential to produce a new Portuguese history from a Global South perspective.

In this workshop there will be no formal presentations, but rather collective discussions of works in progress. Reading the texts in advance is mandatory. Please register to participate and receive the documents via martamacedo@fcsh.unl.pt.
PROGRAMME

14 DECEMBER

15:10-16:10 | MARIA DO MAR GAGO & SARA ALBUQUERQUE, ANGOLA AS THE NEW UNITED STATES: FREDERICK WELWITSCH, PORTUGAL AND THE EMPIRE OF COTTON (1830-1875)

16:50-17:50 | ELISA LOPES DA SILVA, “FAZER A NAÇÃO CRESCER DENTRO DE SI MESMA”. COLONIZAÇÃO INTERNA, NACIONALISMO E TRANSNACIONALISMO DURANTE O ESTADO NOVO

16:20-17:20 | AMEDEO POLICANTE, ENGINEERING LIVING INFRASTRUCTURES: THE BIOPOLITICAL ECONOMY OF POPLAR PLANTATIONS IN THE ANTHROPOCENCE

15 DECEMBER

9:30-10:30 | TIAGO SARAIVA, THE SABER OF SAINT SIMON: COLONIAL VIOLENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD PEACE

10:40-11:40 | MARTA MACEDO, PLANTATION PORTUGAL: WINE, COMMONS AND THE OTHERNESS WITHIN

11:50-12:50 | INÊS GOMES & FREDERICO ÁGOAS, GOOD FIRE AND BAD FIRE: THE SCIENCE OF FIRE AND THE TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SCRUB BURNING

14:30-15:30 | RUI GOMES COELHO ET AL., ECOLOGIAS DA LIBERDADE: MATERIALIDADES DA ESCRAVIDÃO E PÓS-EMANCIPAÇÃO NO MUNDO ATLÂNTICO. UM PROJETO EM CURSO EM PORTUGAL E NA GUINÉ-BISSAU

15:40-16:40 | MIGUEL CARMO, RICARDO VENTURA & JOANA SOUSA, O ARROZ NEGRO NO VELHO MUNDO: A CULTURA DO ARROZ NO SUL DA EUROPA NUMA PERSPETIVA ATLÂNTICA, SÉCULOS XV A XVIII

14:00-15:00 | JOSÉ MIGUEL FERREIRA, THE PREFECT AND THE POTATO: BERNARDO PERES DA SILVA AND THE POLITICS OF AGRICULTURE IN THE ‘AGE OF REVOLUTIONS’

18:00-18:30 | COLLECTIVE DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS